Introduction
============

From an evolutionary perspective, fast perception of emotional information is critical for human beings in forming rapid and appropriate behavioral responses to adapt to the environment. According to the dimensional model of emotion (e.g., [@B5], [@B6]), emotional information is generally perceived from two dimensions: valence (positive to negative) and arousal (high to low). How these two dimensions of emotional information are processed in the brain has become an important topic of research in psychology and human neuroscience (e.g., [@B15]; [@B56]; [@B38]; [@B41]; [@B62]; [@B68]).

An important brain region in this field of research is the amygdala. Classically, amygdalar activation was supposed to be associated with negative emotional valence, particularly threat (e.g., [@B14]; [@B39]; [@B4]). However, there is increasing evidence that for several categories of emotional stimuli (e.g., pictures, odors, or words), amygdalar activation is modulated by stimulus arousal independently of valence. In terms of emotional pictures, amygdalar activation was found to be stronger for both positive and negative as compared to neutral pictures (e.g., [@B36]; [@B34]). Pictures with high arousal were found to yield enhanced activations in the amygdala, regardless of emotional valence (e.g., [@B53]; [@B56]; [@B18]; [@B8]). For odors, [@B55] reported stronger amygdalar activation for pleasant and unpleasant as compared to neutral odors. High as compared to low arousing odors were shown to elicit larger activity in the amygdala for both pleasant and unpleasant odors (e.g., [@B3]; [@B74]). With respect to words, both positive and negative as compared to neutral words were found to produce stronger activation in the amygdala (e.g., [@B28]; [@B67]; [@B40]). Amygdalar activation was shown to enhance with the increasing arousal of emotional words (e.g., [@B44]). Taken together, these findings suggest that the amygdalar activation is involved in the processing of arousal ([@B56]) and is associated with general emotional relevance of stimuli ([@B15]; [@B57]; [@B54]).

Remarkably, studies concerned with the processing of facial expressions showed an inconsistent picture with regard to effects of amygdalar activation. Studies that used negative (e.g., fearful or angry), positive and neutral facial expressions yielded mixed findings with regard to arousal effects. Some studies reported valence-specific effects, particularly threat-specific effects (e.g., [@B72]; [@B42]; [@B22]; [@B33]; [@B21]; [@B61]); whereas other studies showed modulations by emotion in general ([@B76]; [@B58]) or no emotional effects at all on amygdalar activation (e.g., [@B19]; [@B60]). These discrepancies may be related to multiple factors, such as attention (e.g., [@B52]; [@B65]), face habituation (e.g., [@B9]; [@B75]), ambiguity of facial expression ([@B1]), task condition (e.g., implicit or explicit; e.g., [@B12]; [@B27]) and arousal differences between positive and negative expressions (e.g., [@B61]). With regard to the last point, studies that vary arousal of facial expressions in a controlled way (i.e., using positive and negative expressions of matched arousal values) should be highly informative, similar to studies with other kinds of emotional stimuli mentioned above.

Previous studies that investigated amygdalar activation in response to facial expressions with varying expression intensity, which is highly correlated with arousal ratings, consistently failed to show valence-independent intensity effects on amygdalar activation. For example, a block design study by [@B47] found that amygdalar activation increased with increasing intensity for fearful expressions, but decreased with increasing intensity for happy expressions. The findings clearly suggested a role for the amygdala in processing the potential threat-relevance of fearful expressions varying in intensity from the happiest to the most fearful. However, [@B25] reported that amygdalar activation is negatively correlated with the arousal for various facial expressions (i.e., scare, surprise, anger, disgust, happiness, excitement, neutral, sadness, sleepiness, boredom, and contentment). In contrast to these findings, [@B49] and [@B59] did not observe any significant intensity effects in amygdalar activation for fearful, angry, and happy facial expressions when dynamic facial expressions were used. Another block design study by [@B46] used fearful, angry, disgusted, sad, neutral and happy expressions and manipulated happy expressions in two intensities (100 and 25%), showing that threat-related expressions (e.g., fearful and angry) produced stronger activity in the amygdala than did neutral and 25% happy expressions, but no other effects were significant. Because not all negative expressions enhanced amygdalar activation than did neutral expressions and there was no intensity effect for happy expressions, the authors suggested that the amygdalar activation is associated with threat, but not valence or arousal, at least during face processing.

The discrepant findings of the above mentioned studies may be related to analytical strategies, experimental design and stimuli used in these studies. In terms of analysis, [@B47] analyzed the intensity effects of fearful and happy expressions only within a regression model within a cluster detected by a main effect of fearful versus happy expressions. Thus, the analytical strategy was not apt to detect the presence of valence-independent intensity effects. For experimental design, [@B47] and [@B46] adopted a block design, which is known to be prone to cause habituation, expectation, and regulation effects. These unwanted effects might have decreased the impact of intensity (see [@B9]; [@B75]). Even though event-related design was used in some other studies ([@B25]; [@B49]); similar unwanted effects may appear when the presentation frequency was different between positive and negative facial expressions. With regard to stimuli, [@B49] and [@B59] used dynamic facial expressions, which were unfolded from neutral to some other expressions varying in valence and intensity. However, changes of facial expressions have been found to affect amygdalar activation ([@B29], [@B30]). More importantly, facial expressions used in some previous studies ([@B49]; [@B46]) were not rated. However, happy as compared to angry or fearful expressions are more common in everyday life and therefore, are often perceived less arousing and intense. In this case, the relevance or significance or faces may be reduced, resulting in altering the effects of amygdalar activations ([@B63]; [@B65]). Therefore, it is still unclear whether these studies ([@B49]; [@B46]) used sufficiently strong expressions of happiness or not, with comparable arousal ratings between happy and threat-related expressions.

The present study aimed at re-investigating whether intensity of facial expression modulates amygdalar activation and whether potential intensity effects depend on emotional valence of facial expressions. To address this issue, blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) activation was assessed by means of event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while participants were presented with static facial pictures. The faces showed a neutral expression and angry and happy expressions of either high or low intensity. For all faces normative valence and arousal ratings were available. The number of presentation was balanced for each experimental condition, especially regarding angry and happy faces. The faces were taken from an own newly developed face database which includes happy expressions with high arousal levels ([@B48]). All facial expressions were presented in randomized order to reduce any kinds of block-design-related habituation, expectation and regulation effects. We hypothesized that, by circumventing limitations of previous studies, the intensity of facial expressions would affect amygdalar activation regardless of valence of facial expressions.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

Sixteen healthy participants (19--28 years, *M* = 22.56, *SD* = 2.78; 10 females) were recruited from the student population of the University of Jena, Germany. Participants were right-handed as determined by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory ([@B50]) and had normal and corrected-to-normal vision. None of the participants reported a history of neurological or psychiatric illness. The experimental procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Jena, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to participation.

Stimuli
-------

Facial expressions were selected from Jena 3D Face Database (J3DFD), which is described in detail elsewhere ([@B48]). The J3DFD contains 608 pictures portraying 32 Caucasian models (16 females) showing happy, angry, fearful, sad, surprised, and disgusted facial expressions at three intensity levels plus neutral expressions. All models were part of an amateur acting group (20--27 years, *M* = 22.58 years, *SD* = 1.97, 1--10 years of acting experience). The models received written instructions prior to the photo session entailing (a) situations typically evoking the targeted emotions, (b) bodily sensations accompanying the targeted emotions, and (c) changes in the face associated with the targeted emotions (see [@B17] for more detail). For the realization of three distinct intensity levels, actors were firstly asked to express each emotion in a strong and clear way while recalling a critical situation evoking the emotion of interest. Thereafter, actors were asked to show a stronger intensity level than the preceding emotion expression (high intensity). Finally, actors were instructed to show the expression in a weaker but still a clear way (low intensity). For all facial pictures, eyes, noses, and mouths were located at similar positions. Outer parts of the neck and shoulders were removed.

A subset of 60 pictures was selected for the present study. These pictures portrayed 12 identities (six females), displaying high and low intensity angry and happy expressions plus a neutral expression. The selection was based on rating data on intensity, arousal and valence by an independent sample of 44 participants (29 females; 19--39 years, *M* = 23.07, *SD* = 4.28). Participants rated angry, happy and neutral expressions for arousal (ranging from 1 to 9; 1 = very low, 9 = very high) and valence (ranging from 1 to 9; 1 = very negative, 9 = very positive) and angry and happy facial expressions for intensity (ranging from 1 to 7; 1 = very low, 7 = very high). For analysis of intensity ratings, a repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the factors expression valence (angry versus happy) and expression intensity (high versus low) was performed. In addition, other ANOVAs with the factor facial expression (happy-high, happy-low, neutral, angry-low and angry-high) were performed for arousal and valence ratings. Results on intensity ratings showed that there was a main effect of intensity \[*F*(1,43) = 571.89, *p* \< 0.001\], with higher ratings for high compared to low intensity facial expressions. The interaction between valence and intensity was also significant \[*F*(1,43) = 17.97, *p* \< 0.001\]. The intensity ratings were higher for high as compared to low facial expressions for both angry and happy faces, though to a different extent \[happy: *F*(1,43) = 569.75, *p* \< 0.001; angry: *F*(1,43) = 189.79, *p* \< 0.001\]. With respect to the arousal ratings, there was an effect of facial expression \[*F*(2,99) = 90.54, *p* \< 0.001; corrected by Greenhouse--Geisser\]. *Post hoc* tests showed that both angry- and happy-high faces were rated as more arousing than were angry- and happy-low and neutral faces, and angry- and happy-low faces were rated as more arousing than were neutral faces (all *p* \< 0.05; corrected by Bonferroni correction). For valence ratings, the effect of facial expression was also significant \[*F*(2,81) = 310.80, *p* \< 0.001; corrected by Greenhouse--Geisser\]. Happy-high and -low facial expressions were rated as more positive compared to all other expressions, neutral facial expressions were rated as more positive than angry-high and -low faces, and angry-low faces were rated as more positive than angry-high faces (all *p* \< 0.05; corrected by Bonferroni correction). For descriptive data, please refer to **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}** in more detail. The mean accuracy of emotional classification was at 0.86 (*SE* = 0.01). Examples of facial pictures are illustrated in **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**.

###### 

Mean ratings of intensity, valence, attractiveness, and distinctiveness for each facial expression.

              Happy-high    Happy-low     Neutral                        Angry-low     Angry-high
  ----------- ------------- ------------- ------------------------------ ------------- -------------
  Intensity   5.51 (0.10)   3.69 (0.13)   ![](fnhum-10-00646-i001.jpg)   3.89 (0.10)   5.22 (0.11)
  Arousal     5.30 (0.22)   3.79 (0.21)   2.20 (0.14)                    4.35 (0.21)   5.45 (0.24)
  Valence     6.69 (0.19)   6.53 (0.13)   5.29 (0.11)                    3.18 (0.12)   2.45 (0.10)

Standard errors (SE) are given in parentheses.

![**Examples of facial expressions for all experimental conditions**.](fnhum-10-00646-g001){#F1}

Procedure
---------

Functional magnetic resonance imaging-scanning consisted of two runs. In each run, each facial picture mentioned in the *Stimuli* section was presented twice. Therefore, the experiment consisted of 240 trials (48 trials per condition × 5 conditions: happy-high, happy-low, neutral, angry-low, and angry-high). Each face picture was presented for 2000 ms and the mean interval between two facial pictures was 4240 ms. During presentations of facial pictures, participants were asked to judge the gender of the face so that participants paid attention to the face stimuli. The instructions for the gender judgment task emphasized speed as well as accuracy. Responses were given via one of two buttons of a response box with either the index or the middle finger of the right hand. The sequence of the pictures was randomized and the assignment of genders to buttons was counterbalanced across participants. All stimuli were presented against a dark background. Presentations of stimuli and recordings of behavioral responses were controlled by Presentation Software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Albany, CA, USA).

Behavioral Data Recording and Analysis
--------------------------------------

Response accuracy and times of button presses for the facial pictures were recorded. Behavioral data were analyzed by means of repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) with facial expression (happy-high, happy-low, neutral, angry-low, and angry-high) as within-subject factor using SPSS 22 software (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). In the analysis of response times, trials only with correct responses were included. Greenhouse--Geisser was applied to correct degrees of freedom and *p*-values of repeated measurements and Bonferroni correction was used to correct *p*-values of *post hoc* tests, if appropriate. A probability level of *p* \< 0.05 was thought to be statistical significant. All data are expressed as M ± SE.

fMRI Data Acquisition and Analysis
----------------------------------

Scanning was performed in a 3-Tesla magnetic resonance scanner (TrioTim; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Two runs of 365 volumes each (35 axial slice per volume, thickness = 3 mm, 0.5 mm gap, in-plane resolution = 3 mm × 3 mm) were acquired for each participants using a T2^∗^-weighted echo-planar sequence (TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, matrix = 96 × 96, field of view = 192 mm, TR = 2080 ms). For each run, the first 10 volumes were discarded to ensure steady-state tissue magnetization. In addition, a high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical volume was recorded.

Image preprocessing and analysis were performed using Brain Voyager QX (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, the Netherlands). The volumes were realigned to the first volume to minimize effects of head movements, and slice time correction was conducted. Further preprocessing comprised spatial (8 mm full-width half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel) and temporal (high-pass filter: 10 cycles per run; low pass filter: 2.8 s, linear trend removal) smoothing. The anatomical and functional images were co-registered and normalized to the Talairach space ([@B69]).

Statistical analysis was performed by multiple linear regression of the signal time course at each voxel. The expected BOLD signal change for each event type (predictor) was modeled by a hemodynamic response function. Firstly, voxel-wise statistical maps were generated and predictor estimates were computed for each individual. The present study included five predictors: happy-high, happy-low, neutral, angry-low and angry-high. Then, a random-effects group analysis of individual contrasts of predictor estimates was performed. There were two approaches of analysis, the general approach and the approach taken normative arousal ratings into account. With respect to the general approach, analysis was conducted for three different contrasts (as well as their reversed counterparts). The first contrast modeled that high intense facial expressions showed increased activations compared to low intense facial expressions and to the neutral expression specified by a weighted contrast (balanced contrast values for happy-high, happy-low, neutral, angry-low and angry-high: 3, -2, -2, -2, 3; the reversed contrast: -3, 2, 2, 2, -3). The next contrast modeled valence (happy versus angry) effects independently of intensity (balanced contrast values for happy-high, happy-low, neutral, angry-low, and angry-high: 1, 1, 0, -1, -1 or -1, -1, 0, 1, 1). The last contrast modeled the interaction between expression intensity and valence (balanced contrast values for happy-high, happy-low, neutral, angry-low, and angry-high: 1, -1, 0, 1, -1 or -1, 1, 0, -1, 1). For the approach including normative ratings, normative mean arousal ratings for each facial expression (see **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**) were used for contrast values, after linear transformation to generate a balanced sum contrast value = 0. This contrast in fact modeled a u-shaped function across the facial expression predictors (happy-high, happy-low, neutral, angry-low, and angry-high).

Analysis was conducted for the whole brain and the amygdala as region of interest (ROI), respectively. For the ROI analysis, amygdalar activation was analyzed in both hemispheres separately according to the Wake Forest University (WFU) -- Pick Atlas ([@B45]). Statistical parametric maps that resulted from voxel-wise analysis were considered statistically significant for clusters that survived a correction for multiple comparisons. We used the approach as implemented in Brain Voyager ([@B26]) on the basis of a 3D extension of the randomization procedure described by [@B20]. Voxel-level threshold was initially set to *p* \< 0.005 (uncorrected). The correction criterion was based on the estimate of the maps' spatial smoothness and on an iterative procedure (Monte Carlo stimulation) for estimating cluster-level false-positive rates. After 1000 iterations, the minimum cluster size threshold that yielded a cluster-level false-positive rate of 5% was applied to the statistical maps.

Results
=======

Behavioral Results
------------------

For response accuracy and times, the ANOVAs did not show an effect of facial expression (*p* \> 0.05). For descriptive data, please see **Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**.

###### 

Mean accuracy (%) and response times (ms) for each facial expression.

                   Happy-high       Happy-low        Neutral          Angry-low        Angry-high
  ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  Accuracy         97.45 (0.66)     98.18 (0.42)     97.27 (0.70)     97.92 (0.76)     97.14 (0.71)
  Response times   713.14 (37.03)   700.35 (34.71)   712.93 (39.99)   703.87 (36.75)   719.51 (36.69)

Standard errors (SE) are given in parentheses.

fMRI Results
------------

### ROI Analysis

#### The general approach

For the contrast modeling increased activation to high as compared to low intensity expressions, increased activation was found in the left amygdala (*x* = -21, *y* = 0, *z* = -8; size = 329 mm^3^; *t* = 3.21, *p* \< 0.05, corrected; see **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). There were no significant results for the other contrasts (i.e., the reversed intensity contrast, the valence contrasts and the interaction contrasts; *p* \> 0.05).

![**Enhanced activation in the left amygdala to high intensity as compared to low intensity emotional facial expressions and to the neutral expression (left: with the general approach; right: with the approach using normative arousal ratings).** The plots display contrasts of parameter estimates (mean ± SE for cluster mean). Radiological convention: left = right.](fnhum-10-00646-g002){#F2}

#### The approach using normative arousal ratings

Consistent with findings using the general approach, we found that activation in the amygdala followed a u-shaped function with activation depending on arousal levels (*x* = -21, *y* = 0, *z* = -9; size = 675 mm^3^; *t* = 3.79, *p* \< 0.05, corrected; see **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**).

### Whole Brain Analysis

#### The general approach

There were several areas showing intensity effects (**Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}**). High compared to low intensity expressions elicited stronger activation in bilateral occipital gyrus and fusiform gyrus (see **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}** for visual activation) and left post-central gyrus. In contrast, activation in right medial frontal gyrus and left inferior and superior frontal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus was increased in response to low as compared to high intensity expressions (all *p* \< 0.05, corrected).

###### 

Significant activations for high intensity facial expressions as compared to low intensity facial expressions and to the neutral expression.

  Region of activation                          Hemisphere   Peak x   Peak y   Peak z   Cluster size (mm^3^)   *t*
  --------------------------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------- ---------------------- ------
  **High \> Low + Neutral**                                                                                    
  Fusiform gyrus                                R            38       -55      -11      4998                   3.44
  Inferior occipital gyrus                      R            30       -84      -1       4164                   3.64
  Post-central gyrus                            L            -59      -28      36       406                    3.21
  Inferior occipital gyrus and fusiform gyrus   L            -40      -73      -6       11346                  3.41
  **Low + Neutral \> High**                                                                                    
  Medial frontal gyrus                          R            11       57       12       326                    3.21
                                                R            14       41       26       787                    3.45
  Inferior frontal gyrus                        L            -33      32       13       444                    3.43
  Middle temporal gyrus                         L            -59      7        -8       281                    3.54

![**Visual activation to high intensity as compared to low intensity emotional facial expressions and to the neutral expression.** Larger activation was found with both the general approach (left column) and the approach based on normative arousal ratings (right column) in inferior occipital gyrus and fusiform gyrus. The plots display contrasts of parameter estimates (mean ± SE for local cluster peaks). Radiological convention: left = right.](fnhum-10-00646-g003){#F3}

We also detected valence effects as summarized in **Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}**. Angry compared to happy expressions elicited larger activation in bilateral fusiform gyrus, in right inferior, middle and superior frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule and middle occipital gyrus and in left insula, middle temporal gyrus, posterior cingulate, inferior occipital gyrus and cerebellum. No brain regions were more strongly activated for happy as compared to angry expressions (all *p* \< 0.05, corrected).

###### 

Significant activations for valence contrasts.

  Region of activation              Hemisphere   Peak x   Peak y   Peak z   Cluster size (mm^3^)   *t*
  --------------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------- ---------------------- ------
  **Angry \> Happy**                                                                               
  Inferior frontal gyrus            R            48       32       13       632                    3.39
  Middle frontal gyrus              R            45       18       26       283                    3.33
  Superior frontal gyrus            R            12       7        63       393                    3.63
  Inferior parietal lobule          R            40       -36      38       270                    3.20
  Fusiform gyrus                    R            40       -72      -14      292                    3.08
  Middle occipital gyrus            R            37       -78      6        1485                   3.28
  Insula                            L            -38      17       -2       395                    3.29
  Fusiform gyrus                    L            -41      -39      -10      860                    3.71
  Middle temporal gyrus             L            -45      -54      6        479                    3.27
  Posterior cingulate               L            -25      -64      13       544                    3.35
  Inferior occipital gyrus          L            -38      -76      -2       879                    3.17
  Cerebellum                        L            -38      -50      -29      898                    3.43
  **Happy \> Angry**                                                                               
  No brain regions were activated                                                                  

Intensity effects that interact with valence are shown in **Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}**. An interaction of valence and intensity was found in bilateral insula, in right cingulate gyrus, precentral gyrus, post-central gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, posterior cingulate and cerebellum and in left anterior cingulate, middle frontal gyrus and inferior parietal lobule (all *p* \< 0.05, corrected).

###### 

Significant activations for valence-by-intensity contrasts.

  Region of activation                                   Hemisphere   Peak x   Peak y   Peak z   Cluster size (mm^3^)   *t*
  ------------------------------------------------------ ------------ -------- -------- -------- ---------------------- ------
  **Happy-high + Low-angry \> Happy-low + Angry-high**                                                                  
  Cingulate gyrus                                        R            13       12       25       375                    3.42
                                                         R            25       -22      41       2536                   3.47
  Precentral gyrus                                       R            57       -2       21       551                    3.28
                                                         R            55       -11      40       378                    3.25
  Insula                                                 R            42       -20      12       4224                   3.53
  Post-central gyrus                                     R            42       -28      54       906                    3.22
  Superior temporal gyrus                                R            40       -40      9        611                    3.37
                                                         R            29       -51      35       2507                   3.50
  Posterior cingulate                                    R            13       -67      12       277                    3.14
  Cerebellum                                             R            30       -49      -26      422                    3.32
                                                         R            10       -74      -20      598                    3.23
  Anterior cingulate                                     L            -17      16       -6       282                    3.18
                                                         L            -22      -26      39       1256                   3.41
  Middle frontal gyrus                                   L            -48      15       31       2944                   3.37
  Insula                                                 L            -29      -5       1        862                    3.23
                                                         L            -46      -21      19       6204                   3.35
  Inferior parietal lobule                               L            -33      -45      45       836                    3.41
  **Happy-low + Angry-high \> Happy-high + Low-angry**                                                                  
  No brain regions were activated                                                                                       

#### The approach using normative arousal ratings

Consistent with findings using the general approach, we found that activation in the same visual areas followed more or less a u-shaped function with activation depending on arousal levels (*p* \< 0.05, corrected; see **Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}**; **Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Additionally, we found also significant effects in right superior temporal gyrus and left temporal lobe (**Table [6](#T6){ref-type="table"}**).

###### 

Significant activations for the u-shaped function based on normative arousal ratings.

  Region of activation                          Hemisphere   Peak x   Peak y   Peak z   Cluster size (mm^3^)   *t*
  --------------------------------------------- ------------ -------- -------- -------- ---------------------- ------
  Superior temporal gyrus                       R            47       -30      5        675                    3.48
  Inferior occipital gyrus and fusiform gyrus   R            38       -66      -2       6885                   3.45
  Temporal lobe                                 L            -40      34       -4       567                    3.51
  Fusiform gyrus                                L            -41      -37      -14      324                    3.11
  Inferior occipital gyrus                      L            -44      -71      -4       4752                   3.47
                                                L            -21      -93      -2       270                    3.20

Activation in visual areas was partially part of extended clusters across regions. The table shows in this case results separated for anatomical regions.

Discussion
==========

In the present study, we investigated whether the intensity of facial expressions is associated with increase of amygdalar activation independently of valence. We found increased activation in the amygdala to high intensity facial expressions as compared to low intensity and neutral facial expressions regardless of valence. Furthermore, additional analysis revealed that amygdalar activation followed a u-shaped function across valence categories following normative arousal ratings. This suggests that the amygdala plays a critical role in processing emotional relevance of facial expressions irrespectively of valence. In addition, whole brain analysis revealed arousal-driven activations mainly in visual areas (e.g., inferior occipital gyrus and fusiform gyrus) and threat-driven activation mainly in visual areas and insula.

The findings of the present study differ in several points from those of previous studies which investigated amygdalar activation to facial expressions with varying intensity. [@B47] reported an intensity effect of facial expression on amygdalar activation depending on valence, and other studies showed enhanced amygdalar activation for low arousal facial expressions ([@B25]) or did not observe significant effects of the intensity ([@B49]; [@B59]; [@B46]). As mentioned in the introduction the discrepancies may be related to analytical strategies, experimental design and stimuli. The regression model as implemented by [@B47] was not appropriate to detect valence-independent intensity effects. Furthermore, effects of presentation frequency between high and low arousal facial expressions may have influenced results too. Furthermore, block design studies are known to cause problems related to habituation, expectation and regulation ([@B9]; [@B75]). Dynamic facial expressions need additional resources to process dynamic information ([@B29], [@B30]). Moreover, the intensity and arousal levels of happy expressions may be lower than those of threat-related expressions in several studies ([@B49]; [@B46]), which may reduce the relevance and significance of faces and the effects of amygdalar activations as a result ([@B63]; [@B65]). In the present study, we presented differential facial expressions in randomized order to limit block design-related problems. Static facial expressions were used, with controlled presentation duration of the whole blow facial expressions. Emotional faces, whose arousal and intensity had been assessed in a pilot study, were adopted where the arousal of happy-high and happy-low faces was similar to that of angry-high and angry-low faces, respectively. We also used only one negative expression to provide a balanced frequency of positive and negative faces.

Our results suggest that amygdalar activation is at least partially driven by arousal of facial expressions, which is strongly correlated with the intensity of facial expression. The findings of the present study are also in accordance with previous studies with respect to other stimulus categories that showed that high as compared to low arousing emotional stimuli produced stronger amygdalar activation independent of stimulus valence (e.g., pictures, odors, and words; [@B28]; [@B3]; [@B56]; [@B74]; [@B67]; [@B40]; [@B8]). Taken these studies and our present study together, it can be concluded that the amygdala is a detector of subjective relevance of stimuli across different categories of stimuli, including faces.

In general, our findings on amygdalar activation are relevant for the on-going debate about whether valence, arousal, or other aspects of emotional stimuli elicit amygdalar activation. Some authors propose that amygdalar activation may be relevant to vigilance, significance, or general relevance of stimuli ([@B15]; [@B57]; [@B54]). While a number of studies supported the hypothesis of valence-specific activation, valence effects were suggested to result from lower arousal levels for positive as compared to negative stimuli ([@B63]; [@B66]). When the arousal of positive stimuli is not high enough, arousal effects for positive stimuli may be reduced or even abolished. However, this seems not to be the case for highly arousing positive stimuli (e.g., [@B76]). Therefore, the selection of highly arousing positive stimuli may be an important factor to detect arousing effects for happy faces in the amygdala.

Furthermore, while previous studies did not find effects of expression intensity on amygdalar activation across valence categories ([@B47]; [@B25]; [@B49]; [@B59]; [@B46]), due to reasons discussed above; there is a large number of studies which indicated that amygdalar activation is associated with responses to relevant and salient facial information (e.g., averted gaze; [@B19]; [@B64]; [@B58]). Analogously, our present findings are in line with accounts that posit a role for the amygdala in coding salience of stimuli.

In addition to the amygdala, we found increased activation in visual cortex (e.g., fusiform gyrus and inferior occipital gyrus) for high intensity facial expressions as compared to low intensity facial expressions and the neutral expression regardless of valence, which is in line with previous studies ([@B49]; [@B59]). According to [@B31] model, fusiform gyrus and inferior occipital gyrus are parts of a face processing network that is involved in early perception of facial features and the representation of facial identity. Based on this model, the increased activation for high intensity facial expressions in the present study may be related to enhanced sensory representations of highly arousing facial expressions (e.g., [@B35]; [@B70]). Furthermore, previous studies have suggested that the amygdala has extensive connections with many cortical/subcortical areas, such as back-projections to visual areas that may modulate sensory processing based on emotional signals (e.g., [@B51]; [@B71]). Accordingly, in the present study, the intensity effect on activations in fusiform gyrus and inferior occipital gyrus may be in relevance to back-projections from amygdala.

It must be noted that we detected also valence specific activations. These comprised specifically increased activations to angry compared to happy expressions in visual cortex and insula. The findings are consistent with previous studies, which showed that visual cortex and insula are activated more strongly in response to negative stimuli (e.g., [@B24]; [@B13]; [@B67]; [@B21]). As stated in the above-mentioned paragraph, visual cortex plays a role in early perception of facial features and the representation of identity ([@B31]). Additionally, the insula is involved in integrating the awareness of emotion through internal bodily state (i.e., interception; [@B11]). Accordingly, the findings in the present study may imply that angry as compared to happy expressions are associated with enhanced visual representations and representations of bodily states.

We would like to mention some limitations of our study and suggest outlines for future research. Firstly, while we now found intensity-independent amygdalar activations, this effect was obtained based on a small sample size. Future studies may expand the sample size to further investigate this issue. Secondly, we used normative ratings to model effects; future studies might use ratings of participants from the actual experiment. Thirdly, the present study investigated only one kind of negative facial expression. It remains unclear whether effects are comparable when other negative expressions (e.g., threat-unrelated negative expressions) are used ([@B46]). Furthermore, while the present study found intensity effects on amygdalar activation independently of valence, amygdalar activation generally depends on attentional conditions ([@B52]; [@B65]). It has been suggested that the amygdala might show a threat-specific activation under attentional load ([@B66]). Whether this threat advantage under high attentional load, which might be related to evolutionary adaptation, modulates intensity effects in amygdala activation remains to be investigated in future studies. Additionally, the amygdala consists of several subnuclei with different functions and activation profiles (e.g., [@B2]; [@B32]; [@B43]). For instance, the basolateral amygdala (including the lateral, the basal and the accessory basal nuclei) of the amygdala is supposed to form the main visual input region of the amygdala and to be involved in the encoding of facial expression (e.g., [@B23]; [@B7]; [@B61]); whereas the corticomedial amygdala, which comprises of the medial, cortical and central nuclei, is linked to vigilance, attention and the integration of contextual information (e.g., [@B23]; [@B7]; [@B61]). Future studies should increase spatial resolution to investigate effects of intensity of facial expression on amygdalar activation in more detail. Moreover, fMRI studies have repeatedly shown differences between females as compared to males in response to emotional stimuli ([@B10]; [@B16]; [@B73]; [@B37]). Surprisingly, to the best of our knowledge, it seems that no studies have investigated the modulation of gender of faces and participants on the interaction intensity by valence. In future studies, researchers may consider the factors gender of face stimuli and gender of participants to investigate the related issues.

Conclusion
==========

The present study provides evidence that high as compared to low intensity and to the neutral facial expressions lead to enhanced amygdalar activation regardless of emotional valence, and in follows a u-shaped function depending on arousal ratings. Our findings, therefore, support the hypothesis that amygdalar activation is associated with arousal independently of valence with no exception for facial expressions. In line with previous studies, our findings showed enhanced visual cortex activation for high intensity facial expressions and increased visual cortex and insular activation for angry facial expressions, suggesting enhanced visual representations of high arousing facial expressions and enhanced visual representations and representations of bodily states for angry expressions.
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